SOUTHERN GENTLEMAN
it was a growing town, It grew in both directions—out-
wards into the circumambient plain of Texas and upwards
into a tall and deeply cherished skyline. How fast it grew,
I never really learned; because (to judge from my hotel)
there appeared to be a pleasing local custom of doctoring
the numbers of the floors. I mean, you were consigned to
a destination on the ninth; but the elevator seemed to get
there a trifle sooner than you had expected. So next time
you watched the numbers, as they slipped downwards past
the gate, and were rewarded by the delicious discovery that
they started at the sixth. There is probably some sound
and perfectly sufficient reason lor the apparent eccentricity
of this numerical system. But ignorant newcomers may be
forgiven for being a little mystified; and one had sudden
visions of a proud citizen,' beguiled by the prevailing
practice, exclaiming, " We stand to-day, sir, on the eighth
floor. But if I am spared, I shall live to see this room on
the fourteenth. Ours is a growing city, Yes, sir."
But let no hint of mine suggest a blot on that bright
picture, For Texas was to leave its guest with gracious
memories—of more friendly hands, I think, than in any
State of the Union; of the blue-bonnets starred among the
grass (with dreadful penalties for picking them) on Alamo
Heights, and the little churches in the plain that whisper in
faded Spanish from their mouldering baroque the last
enchantments of the Eighteenth Century; of the notice-
board in the hotel patio that bore the fabulous inscription,
" To the alligator-pool"; of cow-boys squatting in the dust,
like humped quotations from 0. Henry, along the Nueces
River; of a hot pinch of peppery Mexican cuisine taken with
caution on a stone floor at San Antonio, and innumerable
ways of serving barely credible vegetables that call up a
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